
 
 

Thank you for purchasing Restoration Hardware Furniture. Our assortment is crafted with the highest quality details in mind and each 
collection is clad in one of our signature finish options.  
 

 

PARTS ENCLOSED: 

(A) Harp 1"  

(B) Finial Screw Plate 

(C) Riser 1/2”  

(D) Riser 1"  

(E) Riser 1/2"  

(F) Threaded Socket 

(G) Thumb Screw 

(H) Adjustable Pipe 

( I ) Finial 

 
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

• Please read the instructions carefully. Only after understanding it completely 
you should start assembling the article. 

• Attempting to assemble the product without understanding the instructions 
may result in damaging the product and can also harm your safety.  

• Do not lower down the Adjustable Pipe ( H ) beyond the circular   
groove ( 8.6 cm below the socket ) made on the upper side of the  
Adjustable Pipe ( H ). 

 
WARNINGS : 
 
1. For safety purpose this lamp is equipped with a polarized plug (one blade is 

wider than the other).  
2. If the plug does not fit securely into the outlet into the outlet, do not force it – 

contact a professional electrician.  
3. Use the plug with an extension cord only if it can be fully inserted into the cord 

socket. Never alter the plug in anyway.  
4. This fixture is rated for max wattage of 75W Type A Incandescent Bulb / 23 

Watts SBCFL.  
5. Please use the appropriate SBCFL or Incandescent Bulb to avoid risk of fire. 

 

PARALLEL FLOOR LAMP 
 
 

 

 

TO ASSEMBLE : 
 
1.  Take out the complete assembly carefully out of the box. 
2.  Insert Harp (A) into the saddle of the lamp. 
3.  Insert bulb (not included ), into Threaded Socket ( F ) 
4.  Place the recommended  shade in straight position  as per below   
     mentioned “ Shade Instructions “over the Harp ( A ) and on to the Finial  
     Screw Plate ( B ). 
5.  If shade sits too low on the lamp base, remove the shade and thread    
     Shade Risers ( C or D or E )  onto the Finial Screw Plate( B ) as needed   
     to achieve the desired shade  height. Shade risers ( C , D or E ) can be    
     used individually or all of the three can be used at the same time to achieve the   
     desired result. 
6.  Shade Risers may not be necessary at times when the height of the lamp alone    
     allows for proper lampshade fitting. 
7.  When Shade fitting is complete, attach the Finial ( I ) to secure the shade in  place. 
8.  Adjust the lamp height by loosen the Thumb Screw ( G ) and moving up and  
     down the Adjustable Pipe ( H ) to the desired height and then tighten the Thumb     
     Screw ( G ). 
9.  Your product is now ready for use. 
 

SHADE INSTRUCTIONS : 

1. To reduce the risk of fire, use maximum 75W Type A Incandescent Bulb /  23 
Watts SBCFL. 

2. Use Open Top, Open Bottom type of shade and dimensions of the shade is as 
specified. 

• Top Dia – 16.00 inches 

• Bottom Dia – 16.00 inches 

• Height – 9.00 inches 
3. Do not use the shade in this position.  
4. Shade  is made of Linen. 
 

 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS : 
 

1. Disconnect the appliance by unplugging it from the electric outlet when not 
in use. 

2. Never pull the cord to disconnect. Always pull the plug gently. 
3. To clean use soft dry cloth only. 



 

 


